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MODERN PUBLIC W O R K S  IN 
CATALONIA 
IN THE SEARCH FOR AN 
ETERNAL AND PRIMAEVAL 
FORM, SOME ARCHITECTS 
PREFER TO CONSTRUCT 
IMPRINTS OF BUILDINGS THAT 
TIME CANNOT HARM. THESE 
ARE ARCHITECTURAL POINTERS 
THAT TAKE US BACK TO THE 
BEGINNINGS AND BECOME 
TIMELESS IN THEIR RESISTANCE 
TO THE PASSAGE OF THE 
CENTURIES . 
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he story goes that at the begin- 
ning of this century a millionai- 
ress client of Frank Lloyd Wright 
called him to say there was a leak in her 
bedroom, and that the architect answered 
drily that she should move her bed. This 
story, which could well be true, reflect- 
ing as it does the personality of those 
who are confident of their work, was fol- 
lowed up years later by a farnous and cruel 
aphorism by another architect, Bohigas, 
according to which it was the client who 
had to adapt to the architecture. 
Architects have the superhuman power to 
shape the way we live. Although today 
they inspire little sympathy outside their 
own circles, it is true that the well-being 
of citizens depends on architects, doctors 
and politicians. Anyone coming back to 
Barcelona (or almost any other city in 
Spain) today after a few decades will find 
it almost unrecognizable. The grey city 
they left behind, a grim replica of Turin, 
as some have said, ringed by gloomy 
outskirts and a sinister wasteland of 
docks, now greets them with a new and 
polished air. Urbanism and architectural 
form are a cal1 to urbanity and good 
form. "City", in the sense of an orderly, 
"cosmopolitan" "community" (as op- 
posed to the disturbing disorder of na- 
ture), "culture" and "civilization" are 
words which evoke a soothing world it is 
a pleasure to live in. 
With the fail of the political regime which 
took place at the end of the seventies, 
power passed to new hands and became 
decentralized. Political change brought 
with it a change in ethics and aesthetics. 
Cornmunity housing, hygiene, sport, edu- 
cation and public spaces, along with cul- 
tural facilities such as neighbourhood li- 
braries, watchwords close to citizens' 
hearts, became priorities to which archi- 
tects had to give a measured and con- 
tained formal response expressing the 
newly recovered civility. A new genera- 
tion of young politicians opened the way 
for the artists' workshops (painters, 
sculptors, architects and graphic and in- 
dustrial designers) that had accompanied 
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them in their rise to power. Architects 
who had often only been able to practise 
architecture on paper finally had the 
chance to build what they and the new 
politicians had planned when they were 
still only dreaming. And so, for ten 
years the only architecture was public ar- 
chitecture. 
Judging these works is like discussing 
God; they withstand al1 attempts at a 
clear and concise definition. Indeed, to- 
day's art and architecture respond not to 
objective criteria of composition nor to 
previously known ends, so much as to the 
new and personal idea of their creator. 
Critics and commentators can only there- 
fore be superfluous or cryptic, minutely 
describing the obvious, the form and the 
elements of the work -which anyone can 
see for themselves-, or hinting darkly or 
metaphorically at what the architecture 
suggests to them. 
However, creators themselves are said to 
be the best interpreters of their works. 
While not al1 of them share Proust's ter- 
minological precision, they know what 
they have done and why they have done 
it in that way The written reports ac- 
companying their projects often make 
clear what the plans or the finished work 
only provide a glimpse of and reveal the 
schizophrenia presiding creation today. 
One word that architects are constantly 
using is "essence". Like latter-day al- 
chemists, they evaporate and distil bodies 
in search of essences. The architect BN, 
for example, confesses his liking for 
"Platonic junk" (sic). The project for a 
simple sports building for the Autono- 
mous University of Barcelona pursues 
the "impossible infinite abstract unity", 
in the words of the architect Mateo. In 
al1 certainty, the muddled terminology is 
a consequence of the ineffability of the 
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task. The architect aspires to give visibi- 
lity to an idea that surpasses perception 
and understanding. Hom and Fernández, 
speaking of the naked multi-purpose cen- 
tre they have built in Sant Just Desvern, 
te11 how they have eliminated super- 
fluous elements, such as doors and win- 
dows, undoubtedly because these open- 
ings are the worldly means by which 
architecture is humanized and makes way 
for the material world. 
What in fact happens is that architecture 
shuts itself away in its own world. 
Cause and effect can become indistin- 
guishable. The work is its own condition 
for existence; it no longer needs to be lo- 
cated and supported on a pre-existent 
plan. Any sizeable area of contoured 
ground, as in the Placa dels Paisos Cata- 
lans in Barcelona, by Piñon and Viaplana, 
or Tarrassó's Passeig de Joan de Borbó, 
also in Barcelona, is in itself architecture, 
the only architecture possible. 
Architecture aspires to having no body 
or mass, to attaining the purity and the 
dazzling luminosity of the unique, feli- 
citous, obvious idea, to being an unblem- 
ished and incorporeal form, like some- 
thing constructed from limpid water 
standing in a lake, according to a curious 
metaphor by Bru. Unstable, dematerial- 
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ized, reduced to almost nothing, archi- 
tecture in its search for the clairvoyant 
idea is paradoxically turned into a shad- 
ow, or, as Pinós and Miralles so cleverly 
put it, into an echo of what it was or what 
it would have been if it had taken shape 
in matter. Architecture meets the same 
sad end -in the words of Quetglas- as 
Echo, the water nymph who faded away, 
metamorphosed into an incomprehensi- 
ble lament, a puff of air mouthed mean- 
inglessly, as a punishment for having as- 
pired to love what was forbidden. 
For their part, Fuses and Viader proceed 
to give form -an essential form- to the 
shapely University of Girona through a 
double dematerialization; the central 
structure, as in the previous example, 
consists of a primaeval and therefore in- 
visible form ("a cubic parallelepiped" of 
glass; that is, an immaculate cube), but 
forming a single body with an earlier 
chape1 which the architects, as agents of 
time the destroyer, have reduced to its es- 
sential features. 
Nevertheless, in the search for an eterna1 
and primaeval form, some architects pre- 
fer to construct imprints of buildings that 
time cannot harm. These are architectu- 
ral pointers that take us back to the be- 
ginnings and become timeless in their re- 
sistance to the passage of the centuries. 
They have the wisdom and the fragility 
that age immemorial grants to those who 
remain and survive as shadows of them- 
selves. A service area in the Cerdanya re- 
gion, by Batlle and Roig, is, in the lucid 
words of its designen, reduced to a few 
walls that just emerge above ground lev- 
el (the rninimum expression of any spa- 
tia1 organisation) and that look like the 
outline of a prehistoric settlement. The 
photographs of the empty, snow-covered 
spot, shrouded in fog, which these archi- 
tects have circulated, gives a good idea 
of the architecture's ghostliness, like the 
ruins of some old forgotten city in the 
desert. This type of architecture, as Elies 
Torres says, is intended to be like the 
vanished tracks of some long-gone mov- 
ing object. Looking at these ruins, these 
essential features enclosing the truth 
of a building stripped bare of everything 
that will not stand up to time, human 
imagination, just as memory magnifies 
that which is no more, drearns of ethere- 
al buildings, bigger and more beautiful 
than they used to be. In the words of Pi- 
nós and Miralles, "We have so often rep- 
resented the destruction of a building to 
discover its form ... Hence my interest in 
foundations, in the imprints that build- 
i n g ~  leave in time, in a notion of the form 
in which memory plays a principal part". 
Al1 this architecture is technically irre- 
proachable, so austere and demanding 
that, as Mateo says, "the moment of the 
division of the building into parts, the cut 
or the joints are transcendental". In other 
words, they affect the ultimate founda- 
tion of architecture, taken as neither 
more nor less than the Being. That is why 
these works are so perfectly attuned to 
the Swiss (or Calvinist) artistic ideals 
valued today in the West, perhaps as a re- 
action against the ornamentation of Post- 
modernism, a style which nevertheless 
barely left its mark on Catalonia. 
It is surprising, then, that the authorities, 
who ought to select seductive worldly 
works so as to attract the public and con- 
vince them of their rulers' good inten- 
tions, should choose this self-mortifying, 
intransigent architecture that refuses to 
have anything to do with the material 
world (or to modify it). 
Even so, this is nothing new. Ever since 
the fifties, politicians and bankers have 
gambled on art that was aggressive or in- 
different for the public, perhaps because, 
secretly, they admire and envy those 
people who, like the real creators, have 
remained true to their ideals. ¤ 
